RMHCK Clays Classic
FAQ
1. What if I’ve never participated in a sporting clay shoot before?
When we say all levels of experience, we truly mean ALL levels. The course will be set so that there will be a
balanced mix of easy targets for new shooters and challenging targets for our more experienced shooters.
2. Do I have to bring my own gun?
No, we will have loaner guns available at no charge on a first come, first serve basis. Borrowers must provide a valid
drivers license.
3. Are there any restrictions on the kind of gun I bring?
Yes, all guns should be either 12-gauge or 20-gauge. All barrels must be 26” or above. No pistol grip or tactical guns
are allowed.
4. Is ammunition provided?
Yes, 12-gauge and 20-gauge ammunition will be provided. Shooters cannot bring in additional ammunition of their
own.
5. Will we be walking the course?
No, a four-person golf cart is provided for each squad.
6. How does the clay shoot work?
Each shooter will shoot 100 targets that are divided up over stations (i.e. 25 stations with 4 targets per station). Each
squad will start at a different station. Once each shooter in the squad has had a turn to shoot the targets, the squad
will move to the next station. Squads will keep track of their scores and turn in a completed score card once they
finish the course. The squad that hits the most targets is the winner. The clay targets will come from a variety of
angles and at varying degrees of difficulty making the course entertaining for shooters of all levels.
7. Is a clay shoot the same as shooting trap or skeet?
No, unlike trap and skeet, which are games of repeatable target presentations, sporting clays targets are thrown in a
variety of trajectories, angles, speeds, elevations and distances.
8. How long will it take to complete the course?
Timing will vary depending on how many squads are participating, but plan for the shooting portion of the event to
last about 2-3 hours.
9. Are eye and ear protection required?
Yes, everyone must wear eye and ear protection while on the course. Eye protection can be any type of glasses,
including your regular sunglasses or glasses. Ear protection can be as simple as disposable ear plugs. Both will be
provided at no charge for those who need it.

